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Abstract

The core idea of this paper is that the concept of boundary can help us to understand the social form careers take. The concept of boundary has informed much of the literature on careers. Scholars are now looking beyond the boundaryless/boundaried divide as the boundaryless argument has been convincingly contested theoretically and empirically. This is what we do in this article. It offers a definition of career boundaries which can be empirically tested as both objective and subjective construct along two dimensions: the existence of fixed career patterns and that of individual, shared, or collective awareness of these patterns. This leads us to build a six-case typology combining these two dimensions. To test the explanatory power of this theoretical framework, we use the original case of French poets. As poets do not work in stable organizations, we could expect erratic careers. We find that poets’ careers are not erratic, but follow fixed patterns, structured by publishers and the pace of publications, with, respectively, shared and individual awareness of these patterns. We also find that similarly reputed poets tend to follow similar career patterns as they cross the same boundaries at a similar moment in their career. We end by discussing how our typology can help to understand careers, using examples from the literature from various professional settings.
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The core idea of this paper is that the concept of boundary – understood as the “physical, temporal, emotional, cognitive, and/or relational limits that define entities as separate from one another” (Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000, p. 174) – can help us to understand the social form careers take. The concept of boundary has informed much of the literature on careers. Scholars are now looking beyond the boundaryless/boundaried divide as the boundaryless argument has been convincingly contested theoretically and empirically. This is what we do in this article. It offers a definition of career boundaries which can be empirically tested as both objective and subjective construct along two dimensions: the existence of fixed career patterns and that of individual, shared, or collective awareness of these patterns. This leads us to build a six-case typology combining these two dimensions. To test the explanatory power of this theoretical framework, we use the original case of French poets. As poets do not work in stable organizations, we could expect erratic careers. We find that poets’ careers are not erratic, but follow fixed patterns, structured by publishers and the pace of publications, with, respectively, shared and individual awareness of these patterns. We also find that similarly reputed poets tend to follow similar career patterns as they cross the same boundaries at a similar moment in their career. We end by discussing how our typology can help to understand careers, using examples from the literature from various professional settings.
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We propose defining career boundaries on two related dimensions (Barley, 1989). The first, objective dimension, of career boundaries refers to the existence of fixed patterns that structure professional trajectories. The second, subjective dimension, of career boundaries is the awareness that actors have (or not) of these fixed patterns. This definition enables us to develop a transposable, effective typology of careers as well as the methodological apparatus necessary for empirical investigation. Our second major aim is to explore whether creative careers are bounded or, as they have often been described, boundaryless, probably because they are not organizational (Jones, 1996; Stjerne & Svejenova, 2016; Zwaan, ter Bogt, & Raaijmakers, 2010). We empirically test creative industry careers boundaries by exploring what first structures creative fields, namely, reputation (Bourdieu, 1996; Menger, 1999; Peltoniemi, 2015). Our aim is then to discuss reputation as a new career boundary, which, to our knowledge, has not yet been investigated. Reputation in creative fields rests on collaborations between artists and ‘gatekeepers’ (publishers, art dealers, etc.) (Hirsch, 1972) able to disseminate artists’ work to their audiences (the public, critics, and peers). Artists collaborate with these gatekeepers when, for instance, publishing a book. Having (or not) collaborations with more or less reputed gatekeepers thus determines artistic success (Giuffre, 1999). This suggests that for artistic careers collaborations with gatekeepers might constitute a boundary related to reputation-making.

To test these ideas, we have chosen the case of French contemporary poets. Poets are not salaried by publishers, but lead one-shot collaborations: their careers are not organizational, like most artistic workers (Menger, 1999). Publishers are the most powerful gatekeepers for poets (Sapiro, 2019). This leads us to explore whether collaborations with publishers structure poets’ careers, and act as a career boundary. Following our definition, this raises two questions. Can we find objective fixed patterns in poets’ careers, organized around their associations with publishers? If we do, are poets aware of these patterns? We show that poets’ careers are not quite so unstructured as they might seem at first. Instead, they are shaped by reputation processes in which publishers, and publishers’ reputations, play a central role, and where similarly reputed poets tend to follow similar careers paths.

We begin by discussing concepts of boundary and career boundary. From this, we deepen our theoretical analysis of career boundaries, ending with a usable and reproducible typology of career boundaries. We turn to artistic career boundaries to highlight why they are conducive to exploring career boundaries, before introducing our empirical design, data, and method. The next section exposes our findings, as we find two out of our five boundary types in French poets’ careers, related to reputation building. We then consider all our boundary types in the discussion section, using both our results and existing literature. We conclude by suggesting new avenues for career research.

**Theoretical background**

**Boundaries**

Boundaries are commonly conceptualized as lines that circumscribe entities (Quick & Feldman, 2014; Tilly & Tarrow, 2006), demarcating or categorizing organizations, occupations, or social groups (Ashforth et al., 2000). Abbott (1995b) argues that social entities do not predate boundaries, but rather that boundaries create social entities. This statement might seem counterintuitive. We often conceive that entities come first, as is the case with our human body. Our bodies have obvious boundaries, which derive from its physical existence: this is how we perceive (see, hear; etc.) the world around us. For Abbott, the process of constructing a social entity obeys a diametrically opposed logic: boundaries emerge and can sometimes engender the entities that they enclose. Boundaries are thus fixed elements of the social structure, but they are not set in stone. They result from a social process, a flux. They are not a fixed demarcation, as Langley et al. (2019) note and insist that our definition should not take boundaries for granted, but should rather account for their creation or transformation. In other words, it should take into account the history of boundary transformation within specific social contexts. As Hernes (2004, p. 10) put it, “boundary setting is intrinsic to the very process of organizing.” We should distinguish between “symbolic” boundaries, which are “conceptual distinctions made by social actors to categorize objects, people, practices, and even time and space,” and social boundaries, which are “objectified forms of social differences [...] revealed in stable behavioural patterns of association” (Lamont & Molnar, 2002, p. 168).

Boundaries are both objective and subjective constructs (Abbott, 1995a). They not only demarcate entities, but actors interpret their doing so. Actors can be right or wrong in understanding boundaries (Bourdieu, 1978). A crucial point is that actors can frame, manipulate, span, or move boundaries: this is “boundary work” (Langley et al., 2019). Inkson et al. (2012) argue that boundaries have traditionally served three distinct roles: as constraints (restricting possibilities), as enablers (facilitating development), and as punctuators (structuring development). Boundaries appear not only as a source of legitimacy and self-protection and act as a tool to allow other things to happen because of their capacity to separate or bring particular people, objects, and ideas into new configurations.

**Career boundaries**

Careers provide a prime framework, in which to elaborate on the concept of boundary (Inkson et al., 2012). Indeed, in the
wake of the Chicago School of Sociology (Becker & Strauss, 1956; Hughes, 1937), careers can be defined as a “stream of more or less identifiable positions, offices, statuses, and situations that serve as landmarks for gauging a person’s movement through the social milieu” (Barley, 1989, p. 49). When shifting positions, actors cross the lines that separate the positions which succeed one another; this series of positions makes a career. Career boundaries are the lines actors cross when shifting positions. Careers are thus made of orderly related sequences of positions and boundary-crossing (Abbott & Hrycak, 1990; Barley & Tolbert, 1997; Dany, Louvel, & Valette, 2011). These changes of positions can be organizational, but they can also be a change in social status or knowledge domain (Lam, 2019). Workers’ positions very rarely remain the same throughout their professional lives. As Gutz et al. (2007, p. 474) put it, “it is the nature of the boundaries crossed and the frequency of these movements from one side of fixed lines to another that give shape to careers. A career […] becomes a sequence of boundary-crossings that are largely responsible for giving it its form.”

Beyond the debate about organizational boundaries (Bagdadli & Gianecchini, 2018; Rodrigues & Guest, 2010), research has explored non-organizational career boundaries. For instance, education largely shapes careers even long after graduation (Bol, 2015; Bourdieu, 1978; Schworm et al., 2017). Social capital and personal networks directly impact job searches, and thus shifts in positions (Granovetter, 1973). Career research has recently turned to cultural boundaries related to actors’ values, knowledge, and perceptions (Lam, 2019), which have also been often overlooked (Staniland, Harris, & Pringle, 2019). Cultural boundaries can derive from the social as well as the professional context (Dafou, 2018). This includes gender, race, culture, and religion (Essers & Benschop, 2007). Hagan, Zatz, Arnold and Kay (1991) find that in the legal profession, women follow different career paths than men, which they call as the ‘mommy track.’ Race is also a boundary which determines career progress (Castilla, 2008). Ituma and Simpson (2009) find that not only gender but also ethnic allegiances shape information communication and technology (ICT) workers’ careers in Nigeria, emphasizing the impact of the social and cultural context on career boundaries in a country where several ethnic groups live in conflict. The debate about the anonymous curriculum vitae demonstrates the power of these boundaries over careers, as well as the State policies intended to overcome these boundaries (Bóo, Rossi, & Urzúa, 2013). Career boundaries can be thus imposed by ‘gatekeepers’ on job opportunities (King, Burke, & Pemberton, 2005) or can be related to workers’ preferences or constraints. Gubler, John and Crispin (2014) show that geographical preferences bound careers, resulting from social constraints and/or choices (home, family). Other preferences include job security (Dafou, 2018) and work–life balance, leading or constraining workers to make specific career choices like refusing a promotion or a new job, which would require them to move or would impact their personal life (Haar, Russo, Suñe, & Ollier-Malaterre, 2014). These individual choices are, of course, embedded in social contexts, such as the transformations of family life or the increasing importance given to the balance between private life and work (Henz & Mills, 2015).

Like any form of boundary, career boundaries have both an objective and a subjective dimension. This echoes what the sociology of work and careers has long insisted on, depicting career as a Janus-like concept with two faces – objective and subjective (Becker, 1963; Becker & Carper, 1956; Hughes, 1937). Indeed, actors themselves interpret the shifts in their career. Drawn again from Barley (1989) and the Chicago School of Sociology, the concept of career script has recently endeavored to bridge the objective and subjective dimensions of careers (Dany et al., 2011; Duberley, Cohen, & Mallon, 2006), describing careers as a series of sequences, a ‘story’ or a script. Scripts are conceptualized as “plans for recurrent patterns of action that define, in observable terms, the essence of actors’ roles” (Barley, 1989, p. 53). Dany et al. (2011, pp. 5–6) define scripts as “the processes that drive individual choices and actions,” and thus in the case of academic careers promotion scripts as “the rules and norms that individuals have in mind when they think of their careers.” As Laudel, Bielick and Gläser (2018) have argued, scholars using the concept of career script have focused on interpretive schemes enacted by individuals to the detriment of career patterns (Mallon, Duberley, & Cohen, 2005). The concept remains ambiguous about the balance between career structures and cognitive schemes, and it is significant that these studies rely on qualitative data exclusively. Laudel et al. (2018, p. 9) themselves define “the script of an organizational career [as] an interpretive scheme which reflects sequences of organizational positions that are typically successful in achieving specific career goals.” Moves seem here to be once again only organizational, and this paradoxically seems to undermine the power of organizations to shape careers, as in the case of painters whose careers were strictly constrained by the French Academy (Delacour & Lena, 2011): painters’ careers ‘existed’ out of the reach of individual painters, as a socially constructed path in a specific setting.

To avoid such confusions, we should analytically distinguish between the objective and subjective dimensions of careers. We argue that this is what the concept of boundary enables. We now discuss how this refinement of the concept of boundary helps not only to theorize careers further but also to develop a methodology to investigate career boundaries empirically. For instance, the concept should include time, as Rodrigues, Guest and Budjanovcanin (2016) suggest without resolving the problem. We thus aim in this article to frame a concept of career boundaries, which (1) would not be limited to organizational boundaries and (2) would fully integrate the
objective and subjective dimension. To do so, we redefine the concept of career boundary as the existence (or not) of fixed career patterns, combined with actors’ awareness (or not) of these patterns. We discuss this framework in the next section.

**Fixed patterns and awareness: A typology of career boundaries**

The challenge is to identify which discontinuities structure careers in a given profession, forming a boundary. We suggest that these discontinuities can be identified through the existence of fixed patterns organizing careers (Biemann, Zacher, & Feldman, 2012). The idea of fixed patterns is that most careers follow preestablished, regular trajectories. As the Chicago School of Sociology has emphasized since the framing of the concept of career, we can speak of careers only if these fixed patterns do not concern only one person (Rodrigues et al., 2016), but constitute a pathway that people follow in a given social world (Becker, 1963; Hughes, 1996). As Gunz, Lichtenstein and Long (2002, p. 65) note, “A career system is the pattern of movement between work roles and across boundaries,” meaning here that workers cross boundaries when shifting from one work role (or position) to another: These fixed patterns, organized by the order and cadence at which the stages of a career are navigated, are the first criterion for the identification of career boundaries. To establish fixed patterns (say, a career pattern like ‘State A-State B-State’), it is necessary to identify the discontinuity that appears between stages A and B, then between B and C, and thus to include time. We argue that fixed patterns are the objective facet of careers.

Careers also refer to actors’ subjective experience of their trajectory, and the meaning they give to it. As Rodrigues et al. (2016) point out, boundaries can be more or less visible. Institutionalized boundaries may be evident to all, such as those regulating academia with the clear line of tenure (Court, 1998); others may be difficult for actors to identify, for instance, because they are illegitimate, as in the cases of race and gender (Castilla, 2008; Essig & Soparnot, 2019). We thus need to measure the actors’ awareness of these discontinuities. All this enables us to describe a boundary in terms of the actors’ individual or collective awareness of fixed patterns governing their professional trajectory. More precisely, this awareness may be of three types: individual, shared, or collective. In the first case, some people may be aware of fixed patterns, whilst others (less lucid or well-informed) are not; some women may be aware that gender widely shapes careers, while others are not (Hagan et al., 1991). In this case, we speak of individual awareness. In the second case, assimilation within a professional group is such that almost all those in the group share the same vision of the normal stages of a career; here we speak of shared awareness. In the last case (collective awareness), the boundary has been institutionalized, so that actors cannot ignore the structuring of the different stages of their career: not only are the actors individually aware of the fixed patterns, but these patterns are also evident to all. Quite often, workers themselves contribute to shaping these boundaries through a professional association or a trade union: not only are all higher-education professors aware of fixed patterns based on the tenure system, but the academic community has contributed to the establishment of this career organization (Bedeian, Cavazos, Hunt, & Jauch, 2010).

This leads us to draw a six-case typology, summarized in Table 1. Our concept of boundaries combines the existence (or not) of fixed patterns, and the three possible forms of awareness (individual, shared, and collective).

We begin the presentation of our typology by briefly looking at what we call theoretical cases, since they are extremely rare or incoherent. The simplest situation is the absence of boundaries, where there is neither (individual, shared, or collective) boundary awareness nor a stable pattern. This is certainly an extreme case. We might suppose that very few cases exist where no fixed pattern appears and where workers move around in the social space as they wish (Gunz et al., 2007). If careers seem boundaryless, this may be because we do not use adequate criteria to analyze them. If, for instance, we attempt to look for a structure in artistic careers in terms of changes between organizations, the criterion is simply inappropriate. The combination of the absence of fixed patterns with collective awareness of these patterns is incoherent; it makes no sense that actors would have institutionalized patterns that would not exist. Our six-type typology is in reality a five-type one. We thus focus on these five remaining cases.

The unknown boundary designates situations where fixed patterns objectively structure actors’ trajectories. Some actors may, of course, be aware of these fixed patterns, but most actors are not. The two next cases are when fixed patterns exist, and actors have shared awareness (a shared boundary) or collective awareness (an institutionalized boundary) of these patterns. A move from a shared boundary to an institutionalized boundary requires that institutionalized rules come to govern careers. The last two configurations (proto-boundary and symbolic boundary) correspond to what the Marxist tradition (Thompson, 2015) would have called false awareness: This refers to actors who are convinced that certain social realities are established when they are not— in this case, that careers are structured by certain fixed patterns when, in fact, they are
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed patterns</th>
<th>Individual awareness</th>
<th>Shared awareness</th>
<th>Collective awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Proto-boundary</td>
<td>Symbolic boundary</td>
<td>Incoherent boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown boundary</td>
<td>Shared boundary</td>
<td>Institutionalized boundary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ordered by other principles of which they are unaware. The problem with analyzing such situations is to identify the conditions in which some actors develop this inadequate view of trajectories in their field, while others adopt a different, perhaps more appropriate, view. The first type, for which we use here Abbott’s (Abbott, 1995a) term, proto-boundary, describes situations in which some actors (but not all) are convinced that careers are ordered in certain ways when this is not the case. The second configuration, when false awareness is shared by many of the actors in a field, is the symbolic boundary (Lamont & Molnar, 2002). It does not mean that no other fixed patterns structure careers. As we have noted, careers rarely, if ever, have no boundaries. Rather, it means that actors do not see the fixed patterns: they bring erroneous criteria and believe that a given pattern exists when it does not. Thus, careers can be, and often are, bounded by several intertwined boundaries, and our argument is that we have to identify and objectivize these boundaries to understand careers and professional settings.

Careers and career boundaries in the creative industries

Careers, social context, and projects in the arts

To test and discuss this framework, we have chosen the case of artistic careers. Artistic fields have been considered particularly appropriate for testing career boundaries. They are not structured around organizational boundaries, since artists are not employees of the cultural entrepreneurs who provide them with resources (Caves, 2000; Franssen & Kuipers, 2013). This is why boundaryless career researchers have studied them extensively (Jones, 2001; Sgourev, 2013; Stjerné & Svejenova, 2016; Zwaan et al., 2010), often presenting creative careers as prime examples of boundarylessness. In our view, art worlds offer a prime opportunity to investigate whether non-organizational boundaries can structure careers.

Far from the cliché of the lonely artist at work, creating, independent from any social constraint, artistic careers are also embedded in a specific social context (Becker, 1984). Art worlds are social spaces organized around one specific activity (art), which bring together all the actors necessary to produce art along a specific division of labor. Poets, for instance, “depend on printers, editors and publishers to circulate their work” (Becker, 1984, p. 21). Artistic production depends on a given social and economic setting, which, in turn, shapes artistic careers. Apollinaire or Picasso would not even have been imaginable in the Renaissance. At the time, painting had to respect the Aristotelian doctrine of mimesis as the imitation of nature meant praising God, His creation, and the king whose power derived from God. Artistic careers were subject to the patronage system in France and beyond (McClellan, 1993). Similarly, poets and writers had long been “civil servants” to the nobility and the king (Preisig, 2007) in France and in other European countries (Pleij, 2002). Technology is another example of why artistic careers are rooted in a social context, far from the lonely artist cliché as emphasized by Becker. The invention of printing in the late 15th century transformed the literary field allowing texts to circulate much more easily for a wider audience (Rigolot, 2002). In this perspective, scholars have shown that artistic careers have shifted from a patronage or academic organization to an entrepreneurial one in line with the transformations of modern capitalist societies, when artwork became goods priced on a market (Wijnberg & Gemser, 2000). In France, the French Revolution put an end to the patronage system (Heinich, 2005), and the French Académie slowly declined (in England too, see Hoock, 2003). In the 19th century, the arts turned to a market-based organization within a capitalist society (Delacour & Leca, 2011; White & White, 1992). Market-based artistic careers were not necessarily entrepreneurial, as in the motion picture industry, where artists were first salaried in the Fordist organization of the studios (Storper, 1989). However, the growing demand for innovation and the vertical disintegration of cultural industries led to flexible careers based on project management, as in the film industry (Jones, 1996; Neale & Smith, 2013; Petit, 2012). Artistic careers became entrepreneurial not only in the film industry but also in the visual arts (Moulin, 2003) and literature, where not only authors but also editors increasingly work independently and are paid on copyright (Sapiro, 2003). In this market-based organization, the vast majority of artists navigate across organizations without secure, salaried contracts (Menger, 1999), including visual artists working with art dealers (Giuffre, 1999; Preece & Kerrigan, 2015), writers with publishers (Franssen & Kuipers, 2015), and cinema professionals with producers (Bielby & Bielby, 1999). Artistic careers are made up of sequences which are not organizational. What then can make artists move from one sequence to another?

Artistic careers and reputation

An artist’s main asset is the social recognition of his or her work (Becker, 1984; Bourdieu, 1996; Delacour & Leca, 2011). This suggests that the most striking boundaries in artistic careers should be related to reputational processes: reputation is what makes artists move from one sequence to another; from debutant to consecrated artist. Using a conceptual distinction inspired by Becker (1984), Lang and Lang (1988) argued that the difference between recognition and renown shapes artistic careers: the former referring to reputation in an art world, the latter to the extension of reputation to wider social circles, in keeping with the image of concentric circles through which artists move (Bowness, 1989). Reputation is a signal of quality, a perception based on the assessment of past works (Bitektine, 2011). It is
subjective and operates only when shared by a community (Lang & Lang, 2002). It then acts as a social fact that structures artistic careers (see, in various artistic fields, Dowd & Pinheiro, 2013; Rosengren, 1985; Verboord, 2011), yielding social recognition, if not financial and even political power, as in the cases of Neruda, Zola, and Hugo (Durand, 2005). As Becker (1984) points out, success depends on artists’ integration in art worlds. From ‘integrated professional’ to ‘mavericks,’ reputation results from the interaction of many actors (Becker, 1984), including those who have the power to consecrate artists (publishers, art dealers, critics, art or literary historians, etc.). Artists, therefore, do not move freely in their social spaces. Their careers depend on other actors like publishers for writers (Childress, Rawlings, & Moeran, 2017) or art dealers for visual artists, whose professional networks change when their reputations grow (Giuffre, 1999). The capacity of artists to produce a consistent abundance of work strengthens their position in art worlds, because a steady presence in artistic production keeps generating interest in an artist. It captures the attention of critics, collectors, or readers. Picasso (Sgourev, 2013), Hugo (Durand, 2005), and Andy Warhol (Hewer, Brownlie, & Kerrigan, 2013) are examples of such artists. This suggests that artistic careers may be boundaried by the nature and frequency of their interactions with instances of consecration. This is what we will now empirically test in the case of poets, trying to explore whether poets’ careers are structured by such fixed patterns, and whether poets are or are not aware of these patterns.

Data and method

**Empirical design: Poets’ careers**

We chose poetry careers not only because they are not organizational, like many in creative industries, but also because poetry is located in the pure pole of the literary field, meaning that aesthetic logics dominate economic ones, and that economic success derives from artistic recognition (Bourdieu, 1996). Unlike the visual arts (Preece & Kerrigan, 2015) or the novel (Cnossen, Dekker, & Taskin, 2017), poetry largely ignores the usual tension between art and money (Peltoniemi, 2015). Sales remain poor; with few exceptions (Author, 2006). Moreover, very few French poets have immediate commercial success as novelists, like Houellebecq (Cnossen et al., 2017). Aesthetic recognition can bring money although very late in a career (Deguy, 1986). The best-selling 20th century poet, Apollinaire, sold 213 copies of his masterwork ‘Alcools’ upon its release in 1913. It now sells millions. Poets’ careers consist of single-contract publications with publishers or magazines, and poetry events. Poets thus have a ‘professional career’ (Boschetti, 2001; Craig, 2007a). They develop a reputation during their careers, do earn money from poetry (even though it is usually not enough to make a living), and publish with professional publishers. Similarly, critics, public bodies involved in poetry, and booksellers who are active in poetry are also professionals. Most poets have a second job (Craig, 2007a), often related to their literary activity, like teaching or work in the cultural sector (editors, librarians, and cultural institutions’ managers). Others hold important positions as publishers or editors for literature, thus being gatekeepers (Hirsch, 1972).

Publishers are a prime instance of consecration for poets (Boschetti, 2001), who build a coherent lifetime oeuvre rather than a series of books (Vercier & Viart, 2005). As Sapiro (2019, pp. 105–107) notes, “publishers still play the key role of gatekeepers into the literary field […] Publishing with a professional and recognized publisher is indeed a condition for achieving both symbolic and professional recognition.” The importance of publishers dates back to the early 19th century. Ladocat was the major publisher of Romanscetics such as Hugo, Chateaubriand, and Gautier. At the time, publishing at Ladocat was a signal of literary quality (Durand & Glineur, 2008). This trend increased with the development of new literary publishers like Gallimard in the early 20th century, who had more economic and consecrating power than their 19th century counterparts (Simonin, 1998). The dominant literary publishers have remained the same since that period (Bourdieu, 1999), widely contributing to the shaping of literary reputations (Mounin, 1962; Sapiro, 2016; Simonin, 1998). According to the rules of the Centre National du Livre (CNL, the French State agency for literature and main funding body for French writers), poets can obtain awards or publicly funded grants only if they have worked with professional publishers. Poets thus need to strengthen their collaboration with major publishers, as do artists with art dealers (Preece & Kerrigan, 2015). Are poets’ careers boundaried by reputation processes, and more precisely, by poets’ relationships with publishers? Can we find fixed patterns in poets’ careers, and are poets aware of these patterns? Our empirical design will allow us to discuss our typology and whether reputation can act as a non-organizational career boundary.

**Qualitative data and method**

To answer these questions, we use qualitative and quantitative data in the case of French contemporary poets. We base our qualitative data on an in-depth exploration of abundantly available secondary sources, as poets provide numerous reflexive and biographical accounts about poetry and their own experience as poets (e.g., Collot, 2019; Deguy, 1988; Di Manno, 1998; Ladvocat), whereas Gallimard or later Le Seuil has consolidated their position in the literary field since their creation in 1909 and 1935, respectively. This fact provides evidence that (some) publishers are now stronger than they were a century ago. Gallimard’s long existence is one of its key assets as a publishing house (Bourdieu, 1999).
Forest, 1995), as well as on our own insider knowledge. In addition, we led 20 semi-structured interviews of poetry actors, including poets, and also booksellers and official poetry institutions, as they play an important role in poets’ careers, funding both poets and publishers. We selected a range of interviewees (see the detailed list of interviews in Appendix 1) with different (1) roles in poetry (poets, publishers, editors, and booksellers) and (2) aesthetic orientations, as these are crucial in poetry, especially the ‘classical’ and ‘experimental’ divide (Collot, 2000). We used semi-structured interview guides, including open questions (McAlearney, 2006). These interviews lasted 90 min on average and took place between 2003 and 2005. We asked interviewees to develop their view of poetry and poetry careers, and to reconstruct their social trajectories (Bernard & Barbosa, 2016) in the world of poetry. Table 2 details the list of our interviewees.

We transcribed all the interviews and then coded emerging themes in each transcript, to compare answers using thematic tables. Three prominent themes arose from the interviews: the diffusion of poetry, the relative role and importance of actors (poets, publishers, and booksellers), and the social trajectories of poets.

Quantitative data and method

To assess more systematically how poetry careers are structured, we use quantitative data. We first did a survey of the sales of 42 prominent contemporary poetry books published over the last 20 years and whose figures were available on the professional database Edistat. These estimates of sales, widely used by professionals, enable us to draw conclusions. To determine poets’ publishing patterns, we used a database of 150 French poets born between 1899 and 1970, and who have been active since 1945. We built this initial list by recording all poets in the biographical database of the two main poetry institutions (Printemps des Poètes and centre international de poésie, Marseille), to which we added those mentioned in 13 anthologies of contemporary poetry (see Appendix 1 for the list of these anthologies). After drawing up our initial list, we measured poets’ reputations by building an index using a set of weighted criteria (number of books released by large, medium, and small publishers, literary awards, and number of PhD theses devoted to the author), presence in the two main contemporary monographic poetry collections, and committee membership of poetry institutions (see Appendix 1 for the detailed weighting of this index). We retained the 150 poets with the best reputation scores and collected bio-bibliographical information on them. As poetry careers are very long, some poets are old, having been born at the beginning of the 20th century but still active in the 1990s and 2000s. Note that for only 11% are literature their primary occupation. This is also true for novelists, playwrights, and poets able to make a living through workshops, readings, or grants. The vast majority have a second job, mainly in education or in the cultural sectors (editors, librarians, curators, etc.), as summarized in Figure 1.

We reconstructed their publishing careers, taking into account the type of publication (poetry, plays, essays, or fiction), publishers, publication dates, and, when applicable, coauthors. To identify their publishing trajectory, we divided publications into six categories using publisher reputation (major, midrange, and minor) and publication type (poetry or non-poetry). Our method is thus prosopographical, following leading studies in the field of literary careers (Lunden, Ekeland, & Blom, 2002; Rosengren, 1985; Sapio, 1998). We ranked publishers in line with Bourdieu (1999), who evaluates them using 12 criteria (including turnover; distribution, size, age, literary awards, best-sellers, and location). Using the same criteria, we added a number of small, specialized publishers that Bourdieu does not include, but which play an important role in contemporary poetry. To further assess poets’ reputation, we counted the number of mentions of each poet in the Modern Language

Table 2. Interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poet</td>
<td>September 20, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, magazine editor</td>
<td>June 16, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, editor of a paperback poetry collection</td>
<td>February 8, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookseller</td>
<td>September 9, 2003 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookseller</td>
<td>September 20, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookseller</td>
<td>September 9, 2003 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookseller</td>
<td>December 14, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of a state poetry institution</td>
<td>November 23, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet</td>
<td>March 25, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Culture</td>
<td>October 21, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre National du Livre</td>
<td>April 28, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of the Poetry and Theatre Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director, Regional Book Office</td>
<td>November 4, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, publisher</td>
<td>October 21, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, editor</td>
<td>October 19, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, webmaster of one of the most read poetry websites</td>
<td>November 15, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, publisher</td>
<td>September 6, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet, publisher</td>
<td>April 5, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet</td>
<td>April 23, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet</td>
<td>May 17, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poet and editor</td>
<td>December 17, 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 One of the authors is a poet.
3 See https://www.edistat.com/. The database is professional and not free. It provides estimated sales figures based on a panel of booksellers (including specialized cultural supermarkets such as the FNAC and supermarkets), but only since the early 2000s.
Association (MLA) database, which indexes literary critiques (critical consecration), and the number of theses written or being written on the poet using the ABES (Agence Bibliographique de l’Enseignement Supérieur) database (academic consecration). Last, we recorded whether or not the poet has been awarded the most prestigious French poetry prize (Grand Prix de la Poésie), and whether or not the poet has been included in the most prestigious monograph series about poets (Poètes d’aujourd’hui).

Studying non-apparent boundaries requires quite sophisticated tools to identify patterns that are not initially obvious. Quantitative methods are more suitable to isolate fixed patterns, because it is very difficult to study large groups using qualitative methods (Higgins & Dillon, 2007). Similarly, the quantitative indicators most often used to study fixed trajectories, such as staff turnover (Donnelly, 2008; Ituma & Simpson, 2009), are themselves too rudimentary to fully grasp the diversity of contemporary career paths. To measure the stability of the patterns that emerge from contemporary poets’ trajectories, we used sequence analysis methods and, in particular, optimal matching. Indeed, as Abbott and Tsay (2000, p. 171) state, “the chief strength of optimal matching is its ability to directly measure sequence resemblance.” The basic principle of optimal matching analysis (OMA) is to calculate differences between individual trajectories, in order to cluster them (Lesnard, 2006). We used the open source statistical software R, and the ‘TraMineR’ and ‘cluster’ R packages (see Appendix 2 for more details).

OMA first needs to build individual trajectories as a series of sequences, here those of poets. To do so, we reconstructed poets’ publishing careers annually using the criteria suggested earlier: publishers’ reputation, type of publication (poetry or fiction/essay), format (paperback/hardcover), and the pace of
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publication (including silence), annually. This leads us to distinguish nine different publishing states (see Appendix 2 and Figure 2). Each year of a poet’s activity corresponds to a state. The career of a poet thus consists of a succession of states: each poet can be identified by a more or less long sequence of publishing states. These sequences should reveal stable patterns in the publishing trajectories of contemporary poets. The average entropy score for their trajectories is high (see Appendix 2 for more details): on a scale of 0 (absolute trajectory stability) to 1 (completely chaotic trajectories), it is 0.527. This score indicates the irregularity of these trajectories and thus the difficulty of identifying shared, stable patterns without adequate systematic tools.

One of the goals of sequence analysis is to measure the homogeneity of the different trajectories (sequences) by creating trajectory classes or clusters. The proximity or distance between the different sequences is measured, and the sequences are then distributed to obtain the minimal distance between them within each class and the maximal distance between the classes. To make these comparisons, we need a ‘centre of gravity,’ a reference trajectory, within each class. To define the reference trajectory, we used the medoid method. It consists of identifying the sequence closest to all the other sequences in a given cluster. As Aasve, Betti, Mazzuco, and Mencarini (2007, p. 379) explain, “Medoids enable us to present results in a way that is usually reserved for qualitative studies, in which single cases are used to illuminate findings (e.g., Moen & Orrange, 2002). […] By using the medoid method, we can compute the minimum, maximum and average distances within a cluster. This is an important feature, because the dispersion tells us whether any given cluster is highly heterogeneous, or highly homogeneous. Obviously, a homogeneous cluster contains very similar sequences (i.e., similar to the ideal-typical medoid), whereas a high dispersion suggests that sequences within the cluster are heterogeneous.’ OMA is thus particularly appropriate for precisely measuring the variability of trajectories and for revealing stable trajectory patterns.

Findings

Poets’ careers as stages shaped by reputation

There are no poetry ‘schools,’ unlike those so important for visual artists (Becker, 1984) and musicians (Menger, 2001). Poets engage in a poetry career after a long apprenticeship through reading and interacting with other poets or intellectuals to learn poet conventions (Craig, 2007b; Dubois, 2011). As a poet and magazine editor says:

I started reading very young. At school A (another poet) was my closest friend […] we met again later in Paris, and launched a magazine… and yes, yes, I had two teachers, including first Mr. Paul X in [a small provincial town in the Alps]. I studied modern literature and I wanted to be a writer. Or musician. After, a little more realistic with age, I wanted to be publisher or journalist. But always a writer (interview, June 6, 2005).

Other interviews as well as poets’ biographical accounts (Stéfan, 2005) tell similar stories, to the extent that one poet and editor, speaking of the role first of professors and later of a famous poet who introduced him in the poetry world, say “To get back to your question, my beginnings in writing are so

Figure 2. State distribution among the OMA classes of poets
dull they'd make you weep.” (interview, poet and editor; February 8, 2005). As literary magazines represent a smaller investment than a book; poets generally start by publishing in magazines, as this poet and webmaster acknowledges, explaining how it was ‘vital’ for him to be published in one of the leading experimental poetry magazines in the early 1970s (interview, November 15, 2004). For the same reason, their first book tends to be with a small publisher, who will take risks that major publishers would be reluctant to take (Simonin, 1998). The best reputed poets from our database, like Roubaud, Deguy, Bonnefoy and Jaccottet, were taken on by small publishers for their first books, before being published by major publishers such as Gallimard or Le Seuil. Only 19.8% of poets from our sample published their first book of poetry with a major publisher:

The average age of first publication illustrates these steps. Poets reach their first printing with a major publisher on average at the age of 39 years old. One very important step is to publish in paperback, which will sell much better. Our survey of prominent contemporary poetry books shows that paperback editions sell 15,098 copies on average, peaking at 163,172, whereas standard editions sell 1,673 copies on average, peaking at 2,098.4 When poets are published in a paperback collection, their reputation rises and they are likely to be offered more opportunities, illustrating how the Matthew effect (Merton, 1968) also operates in poetry. Sales are boosted by renown, notably by inclusion in academic programs, as in the case of Bonnefoy and Jaccottet, the only two contemporary poets (now over 90) to have sold more than 80,000 copies, both of them in paperback. Interestingly, writers known first as novelists who have also published poems sell less in poetry than consecrated poets do. Houellebecq is such an example: his sales remain notably inferior to those of Bonnefoy and Jaccottet.5 Paperback books have much better distribution, as the editor of a paperback series states:

That’s precisely the role of this collection. It takes an author and gives him a certain audience. If it’s to sell 1,200 copies, he can do that with Mercure [a smaller publisher and a subsidiary of Gallimard]. If it’s to sell 1,700 copies in paperback, it makes no sense. Once again, I’m not obsessed with the numbers. I’m obsessed with the efficiency of including given contemporary authors in this collection (interview, February 8, 2005).

Paperback publication tends to happen late in a career; Jaccottet and Bonnefoy were the youngest to publish in paperback, at ages 46 and 47, respectively. In our sample, the average age of publication in paperback is 60 years old. The other very prestigious series is La Pléiade (Gallimard). It is known as the ‘Rolls Royce’ of the French book market and has published since 1939, only 14 writers during their lifetime, including three poets born after 1900, namely, Char, Perse, and Jaccottet. They were all older than 75 at the time of printing. This also means that publishers have a financial interest in supporting (for a relatively small investment) poets whose work might be profitable when they enter the literary pantheon, like Perse or Char for Gallimard. Academic consecration is crucial and comes very late, as the education system tends to be conservative and includes few living poets (Maulpoix, 2001). In our sample, the first PhD thesis on a poet’s work happens on average at the age of 68. This sketch of poets’ careers can be summed up as sequences across various stages corresponding to the rise in reputation (see Figure 3), emphasizing the role of publishers.

Figure 3 illustrates that poets’ careers are not unstructured, but instead are boundary. Publishing a first book, having a first book at a major publisher and later in paperback are stages structuring poetry careers, and act as a boundary. Indeed, poets then hold a new position: that of a poet published at a professional publisher for the first time making him a ‘professional’ poet (Craig, 2007a), or later that of a poet published in paperback. Each of these steps corresponds to new associations with publishers, and to a rise in poets’ reputation. Their relationships with publishers are thus crucial, from small to major publishers and those with paperback collections. Indeed, publishing trajectories are punctuated by awards, criticism, and academic consecration. However, the long-term professional relations poets may have this with publishers. Awards are one-time events. Poetry magazines remain confidential and often ephemeral (Gleize, 2003). Readings are opportunities for poets, but do not lead to long-term engagements with any organization (Craig & Dubois, 2010). The reputation of a publisher acts as a signal of literary quality (Franssen, 2015), and publishing books remains the main way to build reputation, even when poets do a lot of readings, as the following poet acknowledges:

Well, if a book can bring you a €300 advance and if it is a little visible, I don’t have too much to complain about. I always get some press, some publicity … and that can bring you 15, 20, maybe 30 readings. But then a reading, on the other hand, will pay between €200 and €500. So, the book itself is a loss leader; to speak like marketers … [one of his books] brought me much, much more. The anthology: enormously, along with conferences (interview; poet and magazine editor; September 20, 2004).

This means that if we were to find fixed patterns in poets’ careers, these must be structured first by their relationships with publishers. Four criteria shape the relationships between poets and publishers, and thus poets’ careers: (1) the publisher’s reputation, (2) the series in which the book is published.
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Fixed patterns in poets’ careers

Our OMA results show that poets’ careers do follow fixed patterns, with publishers acting as a boundary. Poets’ trajectories cluster into four classes (Figure 2). Four typical career patterns emerge from our data structured around poets’ relations with publishers. These four classes are only moderately dispersed around the medoid. The average distance from the medoid in each class is 1.5–2.5 times less than the average distance between the trajectories in the whole population (which is 0.44) and, in three out of four cases, the maximum distance from the medoid is approximately the same as the average distance between trajectories within the overall population (Table 3). In addition, again in three out of four cases, more than 80% of the trajectories in a given class are closer to the medoid of their class than to that of another class. Within each class, we find a stable pattern, which acts as a focal point – around which the trajectories of a given class converge to greater or lesser degrees – rather than as a mandatory sequence that poets must follow.

The chronograms demonstrate that Types 1 and 2 poets spend much more time with major publishers and paperback publications than Types 3 and 4. Type 1 stands out from the others due to the length of time spent in the ‘major publisher’ state. The length of time spent in the paperback state also differentiates Type 1 from the others (see Table 4).

In this Type 1 class, dominant positions either predominate in absolute terms (major publisher) or feature more than in other classes (paperback). Type 2 is close to Type 1, but with the important difference that Type 2 poets are often more silent than Type 1. All the poets who publish most in the paperback cluster in Type 1. Types 1 and 2 poets have regularly produced essays and novels, most often published by major publishers. Type 2 includes poets also consecrated as novelists (Houellebecq, Pérec, Butor, and Sabatier). Type 4 poets

Figure 3. The ‘ideal’ career of a consecrated poet

Table 3. Distance from medoids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Class 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class size*</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average distance from medoid, intra-class</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal distance from medoid, intra-class</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of closest medoids from other classes</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All tests: p < 0.05

Table 4. Average time spent in each state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Class 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>3.54*</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>9.03*</td>
<td>4.44*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midrange</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.87*</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>4.27*</td>
<td>8.3*</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silence</td>
<td>23.34</td>
<td>10.51*</td>
<td>29.13*</td>
<td>20.25*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The p-value from the two-tailed Student significance test is 0.05.
Table 5. OMA paths and consecration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type OMA 1</th>
<th>Type OMA 2</th>
<th>Type OMA 3</th>
<th>Type OMA 4</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grand prix (%)</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monography (%)</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>20.97</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theses (av.)</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews (av.)</td>
<td>52.38</td>
<td>60.55</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>18.56</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td>113.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first publication with a</td>
<td>37.96</td>
<td>39.15</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>40.50</td>
<td>39.10</td>
<td>11.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major publisher</td>
<td>57.42</td>
<td>64.83</td>
<td>73.14</td>
<td>59.13</td>
<td>60.30</td>
<td>12.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age when first the subject of a</td>
<td>65.93</td>
<td>72.04</td>
<td>67.57</td>
<td>68.54</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>10.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thesis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fixed patterns and other sources of reputation

To further explore how these fixed patterns structure poets’ careers, we compared our OMA types with the number of theses written (or currently being written) on poets’ work, the number of reviews, whether or not they have been awarded the Grand Prix de Poésie and are included in the poetry monograph series, Poètes d’aujourd’hui. We also detail per cluster the average age of first publication at a major publisher, first publication in paperback and first thesis on their work. We present these results in Table 4.

Results clearly show that poets’ fixed patterns correspond to different levels of reputation. They correspond not only to publishers and publishers’ reputation but also to other main sources of reputation such as awards, reviews, and academic recognition. Furthermore, these patterns include time, as Type 1 poets reach reviews and academic consecration earlier than others, with the relative exception of Type 4 poets. A closer look at our OMA clusters reveals that these fixed patterns correspond to different groups of poets, including publishing patterns, consecration but also genre and productivity. This career boundary separates poets into different social groups (Langley et al., 2019).

The Type 1 poet career corresponds to the ‘ideal’ career of the consecrated poet pictured earlier: Type 1 poets receive earlier and more academic and critical attention. Publishing trajectories coincide with one-time instances of consecration like academia, awards, and critical acclaim; in fact, all instances of consecration converge toward the same names. They publish with major publishers or in paperback at a ‘young’ age, which suggests that while the process is very long, most consecrated poets start to gain social recognition earlier than others do. This could be analyzed as another example of the Matthew effect (Merton, 1968) often observed in the arts (Menger, 2014). Jaccottet, Bonnefoy, and Roubaud are examples in kind, having accumulated all the signs of consecration, and published steadily with the best-reputed publishers (Gallimard and Le Seuil). Jaccottet is the only living poet to publish in the most prestigious French series, La Pléiade. Type 1 includes major theorists. Indeed, the ability to theorize poetic writing has been decisive since literary modernity (Friedrich, 1999). The focus on innovation and the preeminence of aesthetics over economics explain the importance of theory and poetics in poetry (Boschetti, 2001). Poets have to situate themselves vis-à-vis other poets and existing aesthetics, and thus explain their aesthetic positions not only to peers but also to critics or even to publishers who have their own aesthetic identities. As Baudelaire, one of the founding fathers of French modern poetry, famously said, “the poet is the best critic.” All major poets from the past (Hugo, Baudelaire, Mallarmé, Apollinaire, the Surrealists, etc.) and the present times (e.g., Bonnefoy, 1995; Jaccottet, 2015; Roubaud, 1978, 1995) wrote major theoretical and critical essays about poetry. This is not the case of novelists, who are not expected to produce such theoretical works, especially those situated on the commercial pole of the literary field (Bourdieu, 1996).
Type 2 comprises somewhat less reputed poets. The cluster ‘benefits’ from the presence of ‘novelists’ who have received much attention, especially from critics (and academics, to a lesser extent), confirming that critics pay more attention to the novel than to poetry, which poets often bemoan. If we remove ‘novelists,’ the average numbers of theses and MLA mentions fall to 2.1 and 18.42, respectively. Others, like Ponge, though consecrated, have produced quite a meagre corpus, with longer periods of silence. Types 3 and 4 include less reputed poets, who spend less time in dominant publishing states, especially Type 3. Type 4 includes few poets having published regularly with major publishers (Réda, Noël), but mostly with minor ones. Their publishing trajectory is similar to that of less reputed poets in that they work mostly with midrange and minor publishers, but also have major publications, including paperbacks. They are consecrated poets, which explains that the average paperback age is close to Type 1. Indeed, Type 4 includes few poets published in paperback — the aforementioned Réda and Noël — and the only two poets in paperback without having a steady relationship with major publishers. Also, in this cluster, we find the best-known ‘experimental poets’ (Heidsieck, Blaine, and Chopin) who, though they have no major or paperback publications, still enjoy recognition within the world of poetry. Some, like Heidsieck, have been awarded the Grand Prix. This confirms the importance of conventions in reputation-making (Becker, 1984) as ‘experimental’ poetry breaks radically with the most widespread poetry conventions. Importantly, not all major publishers are equally important in shaping reputation: very few poets working with Flammarion have paperback publications, as Flammarion, unlike Gallimard, does not publish contemporary poetry in paperback. Though irregular, poetry careers are ordered and are composed of several steps. We see that these ordered steps do not happen for all poets in the same way, which flesh out more fully the idea of fixed patterns.

Academic consecration is especially important as the education system passes on the literary heritage to new generations and shapes the pantheon, particularly in France, where literature has played a key role in the making of the French State, the republican ideology, and its embodiment (Vaillant, 2017). The involvement of poets in the education system is thus important. Many prominent poets (Deguy, Bonnefoy, Roubaud, and Maulpoix) lead a two-sided ‘academia/poetry’ career, which is important, in that they can disseminate knowledge about poetry and encourage academic work on contemporary poetry (i.e., PhDs and symposia). However, very few creative writing programs exist in France. French poets working in universities do not teach literary creation, but literary history, unlike in the United States (Spiro, 2004).

The subjective dimension of poets’ careers: Individual, shared, or collective awareness?

If poets’ careers follow fixed career patterns, to what extent are they aware of these career patterns? This was the second, subjective, dimension of our career boundary definition. In our case, the question is twofold. Are poetry actors aware that publishers shape poetry careers? Are they aware that silence, i.e., the rate of publication, structures poets’ careers?

Our interviews and secondary data establish that poets are fully aware of the importance of publishers. Poets make this explicit in their accounts (e.g., Deguy, 1986; Maulpoix, 2001; Roubaud, 1995). For instance, Deguy (1988), one of the best reputed poets, criticized major publishers for not sufficiently considering poetry, insisting on the major publishers’ power of literary consecration. Of our 20 interviewees, 18 mentioned the role of publishers and 16 evoked the hierarchy between these publishers. Poets insist more on reputation making, while booksellers insist more on distribution and reader recognition. This awareness impacts poets’ career strategies. Poets know how important it is to strengthen their relationship with a big publisher, and that this eases later paperback publications. Jude Stéfan (2005) narrates how important his Gallimard editor, Georges Lambrichs, was in assembling around him and his Les Cahiers du Chemin series a group of poets (Stéfan, Deguy, Rédé, Mace, Perros, and Janvier; all now published in the Gallimard paperback series). This is why prominent poets have established long-term relations with reputed publishers, as our data reveals. Examples include Ray, Jaccottet, and Bonnefoy with Gallimard; Roubaud, Pleynet, and Roche with Le Seuil; Deluy, Di Manno, and Rossi with Flammarion; and Fourcade, Hocquard, and Boyer with POL. Jaccottet’s letter to Gaston Gallimard demonstrates to what extent he is, like our interviewee, aware of Gallimard’s standing in poetry, and more specifically, its paperback series. This letter demonstrates his esteem of publishing in the series, resulting from his long-standing relationship with Gallimard:

Nothing could please me more than publishing a selection of poems in the series. I have already made a first choice, covering the three books published by Gallimard, and ending with Leçons. It would be a volume of poetry 1946–1966.1

Editors also emphasize the role of publishers in poets’ careers. The editor of the most-read poetry website pays homage to poet Marie-Claire Bancquart, who died recently, insisting

---

1 Creative writing programs started very recently in France, following the US model. There are currently eight academic creative writing programs in France (Bedecarré, 2017).

again on the consecration of a publication in Poésie/Gallimard, the Gallimard poetry paperback series:

Poezibao learned last night with deep sadness the death of Marie-Claire Bancquart. She leaves behind considerable poetic and critical work, to which Poezibao will return soon. She had just received, at last, the much-awaited consecration of a publication in Poésie/Gallimard.¹

The editor of POL (Paul Otchakovski-Laurens, who died recently) explained how important it was to follow a poet over his career (see Centre international de poésie Marseille, 1992) as only time can be a source of reputation and money, as much for publishers as for poets. Gallimard has historically bet on the long term (Assouline, 2006). It is also a way to reduce risk, as a publisher needs to sell more in paperback than in hardback to be profitable. One editor of a paperback poetry series stresses that a certain number of hardback publications and critical acclaim are required before moving on to paperbacks: “in fact, for a poet to be published here [in paperback], he or she would have to have published at least one book with a print run of 2000 copies [in hardback, with a major publisher]” (interview, February 8, 2005). Poets are aware of this rule. A poet emphasizes the impact of Gallimard’s paperback series and decrying its overly classical bent. His comment insists on publishers’ aesthetic identity, which we will come back to later:

That said, there could be a bias. Gallimard’s Poésie collection is indeed omnipresent – it’s the major distribution channel for poetry in France – and it has an idea, which I’d say is blinkered, of what is contemporary. They only see one school, one trend. Especially when you consider that they don’t publish three winners of the Grand Prix National de Poésie (the most prestigious poetry prize in France). It’s almost unfair, as regards … except for Bernard Heidsieck; these poets are hardly revolutionary … Fourcade really follows in the wake of Char and Tortel is frankly no great innovator either (interview, September 20, 2004).

 Those mentioned here as new or potential poets for the Gallimard paperback series, however, are already established with major publishers, with the exception of Heidsieck.

Poets are not the only actors to be so alert to publishers. It is also the case of both critics and booksellers. When Jaccottet published in La Pléiade in 2014, the event triggered the publication of 65 articles in 2 months, all insisting on Jaccottet’s consecration. It was extraordinary attention for a poet in the French general press. Similarly, booksellers are aware of the importance of publishers. They, too, use publishers to understand the shifting sands of contemporary poetry. Publishers’ reputations directly affect sales, and it is easier for booksellers to work with major publishers that readers know better: As this Parisian bookseller indicates:

I would love there to be a diverse poetry section in every bookstore, and not just a Gallimard paperback poetry stand, hidden away in some corner, with their collection in alphabetical order … It’s easy to work with Gallimard, with other publishers it’s not so much the case, and I’d like it to be that simple with all publishers.

The role of publishers in the poetry field is all the more structuring since the hierarchy of publishers is highly stable, major publishers having remained the same since at least World War II, like many midrange publishers (Bourdieu, 1999).

Another reason why poetry actors use publishers to evaluate poets is that publishing here or there is also an aesthetic signal. Gallimard publishes more classic ‘lyrical’ poetry. The poet cited earlier decried not only the power of Gallimard in the poetry economy but also its ‘blinking idea’ of poetry, Gallimard subsidiary POL seeks more ‘experimental’ work (Guillaumé, 2003). Le Seuil has published avant-garde poets (Pleynot, Roche, and Faye), and Flammarion publishes more formalist poets, as its editor claims (Di Manno, 1998). A distinguishing aesthetic is true for smaller publishers also: Afluryen specializes in spiritual poetry, Champ Vallon in lyrical poetry, while Adante publishes ‘experimental’ poetry, such as sound poetry. This distinctive signaling enables poetry actors to situate poets’ trajectories not only in terms of reputation but also in terms of aesthetics. In addition, editors are also very often poets, who express themselves publicly in books and in the press, making clear their aesthetic orientation, which other poetry actors can easily observe through publishers’ lists. Poets have a deep knowledge of their field and its history. This knowledge includes the weight and the specific orientations of publishers.

The question remains whether this awareness of the impact of publishers on poetry careers is shared or collective. The publisher’s role in defining poets’ trajectories is not institutionalized, as collective awareness would require. No rule or collective entity (regulation, professional association, and trade union) and no institutionalized professional ethics organize poetry careers, as Sapiro (2019) notes. Whilst publishers apply certain criteria to the order of publication (hardback before paperback, for example), these rules are neither systematic nor institutionalized. The choice remains that of the publishers. Association with publishers is a shared boundary, combining fixed patterns and shared awareness.

The fact that poets remain silent for several years or, on the contrary, are prolific is not a decisive feature in assessing their activity. Our interviewees never mention the pace of publication, nor its potential impact on careers and reputation. Only 2 of the 65 articles written after Jaccottet’s publication in La Pléiade mention that Jaccottet is a prolific author; and none point out that at the beginning of his career; he remained silent for 10 years. Poetry actors are rarely aware that silence shapes poetry careers. On the other hand, some poets were mindful of this fact, like Ponge, who thought that his late recognition

¹ https://poezibao.typepad.com/poezibao/2019/02/disparition-marie-claire-bancquart.html
was partly due to his slow pace of publication, and that he had to publish more regularly (Doga, 2016). Silence is an unknown boundary, with fixed patterns but individual awareness.

Discussion

We found only two types of boundaries from our typology in the case of French poets. Throughout history, modern societies have witnessed an increasing division of labor (Weber, 1978). Social worlds are now organized around specific characteristics that shape careers (Becker, 1984). It would thus have been very surprising to find all the boundary types our concept offers within the same social world. For instance, we would not find any organization-based boundary in poets’ careers. Similarly, they neither rest on any specific training nor institutional credentials unlike lawyers or physicians; no professional organization has endeavored to organize poets’ careers. This makes it impossible to find an institutionalized boundary in the case of poets. The case of poets suggests that we are unlikely to find all boundary types in a single case. Our typology rather helps to grasp very different cases as we will discuss in the next sections, using our findings as well as examples from the literature to illustrate its capacity to approach a wide range of different forms of careers in different contexts. We discuss first the two boundary types we found in the case of poets, before briefly discussing the three other types with examples. We recall that one of our boundary types, labeled incoherent (no fixed patterns and collective awareness), does not exist in the social world.

Shared boundaries

Shared boundaries combine fixed patterns with shared awareness. Publishers, and their reputation, represent a shared boundary in the case of poets. Why is this so? What matters in poetry is reputation, which can yield profits much later. If we exclude poetry magazines, which remain confidential, publishers are the first to select poets, and in doing so, send the first strong reputation signal to other poetry actors, including readers. Paperback publication is important because, in addition to a strong signal of quality, it makes a poet’s work easily accessible, especially for students. This encourages academics and teachers to include poets published in paperback in their curricula (Maulpoix, 2001), and we have seen the extent to which academic consecration is decisive in poets’ careers. Critics, also, pay much attention at which publisher a book is published (Boschetti, 2001; Cerisier, 2009). The reputation of publishers therefore counts for a great deal, all the more, so because the hierarchy of publishers is not likely to change with the dominance of ‘old’ and established literary publishers (Bourdieu, 1999). However, this is not set in stone. Before the 19th century, publishers had little impact on poets’ careers as they were initially local booksellers publishing books on a small scale (Viala, 1985).

Many types of careers follow fixed patterns, even though these patterns are not institutionalized, from modern artists (Braden, 2009; Wijnberg & Gemser, 2000) to engineers and ICT workers (Ituma & Simpson, 2009). When these fixed patterns are easily observable, actors become aware of them through professional socialization. This is the case of organizational careers, when people are aware of the rules that govern promotion in their organization (Wilensky, 1961). Such careers have not disappeared (Bagdadi & Gianecchini, 2018; Lips-Wiersma & Hall, 2007), as in accounting firms (Lupu, 2012) and multinationals (Zhao & Zhou, 2013).

Unknown boundary

Unknown boundaries combine fixed patterns and individual awareness. In the case of poets, silence is an unknown boundary, and this may be surprising. The most renowned poets (Bonnefoy, Jaccottet, and Roubaud) have been prolific. However, poets’ lack of awareness of the role of silence in poetry careers can be explained by the fact that they gain their reputation only over the very long term, unlike in commercial literary creation, where artworks can provide immediate success, like for Zadie Smith (Pouly, 2016). The case of poets is different. A poet is consecrated for his whole career over the long term rather than for a single book (Boschetti, 2001). In this regard, the case of poets is also different from that of visual artists, whose work has a value as a unique artefact (Moulin, 1994). Another reason explaining why poets are not aware of the role of silence is that books do not provide poets with much money. There is much less incentive to publish regularly, unlike novelists living by their pen. Publishing more or fewer books only loosely impacts the material life of poets, who often have less time for artistic creation because of their second jobs.

Unknown boundaries may be common when individuals ignore which rules govern their social worlds, as critical sociology or management research has emphasized (Alvesson, Bridgman, & Willmott, 2009; Bourdieu, 1995). For instance, we can understand gender as an unknown boundary (Bamberger, Admati-Dvir, & Harel, 1995; Biemann et al., 2012). In this case, they have long been unknown (and maybe still are) because they are illegitimate. This is the case for the ‘mommy track’ in legal professions (Hagan et al., 1991): gender shapes women’s careers in these fields much more than official rules, but actors are unaware of it. Another example is that of French company directors. François and Lemercier (2014a, 2014b) have shown that directors in the biggest French firms share the same very narrow background, showing that these careers are strongly socially bounded. They studied managers sitting on two or more boards of directors in the 120 biggest companies on the Paris stock exchange. Seventy-nine percent come from the upper classes (entrepreneurs, liberal professions, top managers, etc.). In 2009, less than 10% had not graduated from a Grande...
Ecole (the best reputed French higher education institutions), and 66% had graduated from the Ecole Polytechnique, Sciences-Po, and/or the Ecole Nationale d'Administration, which together award less than 500 degrees a year. This last figure contrasts with the total number of French students, 2.3 million, and emphasizes the weight of social capital in shaping careers (Bourdieu, 1980). However, the fact that the path to top management positions in larger French firms is so narrow and remains largely unknown, even among French executives (François & Lemercier, 2014a).

**Other boundary types**

In the last part of this section, we briefly discuss the three remaining cases of our typology: the institutionalized boundary, the symbolic boundary, and the proto-boundary. Institutionalized boundaries combine fixed patterns and collective awareness. This is the case of professions organized according to institutionalized rules, such as academia or the legal and medical professions; there are fixed patterns (tenure, choice of specialization after an examination) which individuals cannot ignore. Quite often, this institutionalization involves professionals themselves, as in the case of academics (Bedeian et al., 2010), pharmacists (Rodrigues et al., 2016) and lawyers (Karpik, 1995). It was also the case in the arts when artists’ careers were regimented by the French Académie (Heinich, 1983), suggesting once again that career boundaries may radically change. Such boundaries structure intellectual professions and expert labor especially (Abbott, 1988).

Proto-boundaries occur when some actors (but not all) believe that certain fixed patterns – based on a specific boundary – structure careers, despite the fact that this boundary does not organize careers. We draw the concept from Abbott (1995b). This happens because actors have no access to the relevant information, or even because profound changes make many of them unaware of the boundaries structuring their professional world. The end of the permanent employment system in Japan provides a good example (Ahmadian & Robinson, 2001). In the case of artistic careers, many amateur writers think that launching a career means publishing a book even through self-publishing (Mouaci, 2001), whereas we have shown that poetry careers depend on which publisher a poet works with. Self-publication is a dead end, as these publishers do not provide amateurs with reputation: it is a handicap rather than an asset. To know this, one has to be part of the poetry world. Another case is that of lawyers. For many years, lawyers’ careers were structured in two main steps: lawyers first worked for a legal practice before becoming partners or founding their own practice with colleagues (Karpik, 1995). Some lawyers still follow this career model, whereas increasingly lawyers spend their whole careers working for different practices, either freelance or as employees. The market and the organization of the profession are changing (Bessy, 2010), with larger practices reluctant to offer partnerships to newcomers and preferring to hire well-paid, highly specialized lawyers (Haeri, 2017). In other words, the boundary is not where some actors think it is (the status of employee or partner and the income pertaining to that status), but rather between different modes of professional organization, which largely overlap the geographical boundary between Paris, the provinces, and the legal domains (business law or family law, for instance). This false perception remains individual: not all lawyers share this view, which will depend on their own professional trajectory and their knowledge of the profession.

Symbolic boundaries are close to proto-boundaries, but the false perception actors have not individual but shared. It may happen when boundaries contradict common views, or when individuals have few possibilities to get information about their social world. For instance, Bourdieu and Passeron (1964) famously argued that the correlation between social class, academic success, and professional achievement is ignored though it shapes careers, because it contradicts the meritocracy ideology and the supposed social role of the education system. It can also occur when a professional identity is particularly strong, career structure being considered a key feature of this identity. Architects face a similar situation to lawyers. They also see their career as a progression from employee to entrepreneur, whereas the job market is changing. But as Chadoin (2007) has shown, they have less knowledge of their social world, probably because architecture is not as formally organized as the legal profession, and unlike for architects, bar associations produce a lot of information and are also responsible for training.

**Conclusion**

The contributions of this article are twofold. First, we offer a concept of career boundary based on fixed patterns and actor awareness, which fully integrates the objective and subjective dimensions of careers. It leads to a five-case typology of career boundaries, which enables us to search for boundaries in various social settings, theoretically and empirically. Second, we tested this framework on the case of artistic careers and found that they are boundaried by reputation. Poets’ relations with publishers, which are instances of consecration, structure their careers and chances of success. Similarly, reputed poets tend to follow similar career patterns. We thus investigate another type of non-organizational career boundary, namely, reputation. As Becker (1984) notes, careers sum up the organization of a social world, and the impact of reputation on artistic careers mirrors that of social recognition on artistic fields. It may

---

footnote: In France, lawyers start their career working under the specific status of ‘collaborateur’; being hired by a practice as an independent worker; having, in theory at least, and in addition to their work in the practice, the opportunity to develop their own clientele.
extend beyond the case of artistic careers as reputation is one of the main assets of workers in many other fields (Bar-Isaac & Deb, 2014; Blidderle, Schütte, & Wihler, 2018), including among others professions in the Anglo-Saxon sense, such as law, medicine, and psychology (Abbott, 1988); consultancy (Lupu, 2012), and academia (Bedian & Feild, 1980). We found two out of our five types of career boundaries, which are not surprising given the diversity and complexity of modern societies: other types of career boundaries may be identified in other social contexts. This article thus contributes both to the literature on careers and on creative industries.

Our work questions the boundaryless argument (see Budtz-Jørgensen et al., 2019; Rodrigues & Guest, 2014b) on a new basis: we tend to conclude that careers are boundaryless because we have not searched for boundaries where there are. For instance, we may have searched in a given setting for organizational career boundaries and found none. But this does not mean that there are no other boundaries shaping careers in this specific setting. The case of artists here is illuminating. Their careers are boundaryed by the most salient characteristic of creative fields, reputation (Becker; 1984; Lang & Lang, 1988), but not by the intra- or interorganizational boundaries, which are the most visible.

To conclude, we suggest that the most common career boundary types are likely to be the institutionalized, shared, and unknown ones. Institutionalized boundaries concern first the ‘professions,’ as American sociology has defined them, further suggesting that, increasingly, social activities are professionally organized (Abbott, 1988). Of course, institutionalized rules hardly regulate all occupations. If fixed patterns structure careers though they are not subjected to institutionalized rules, the question is whether actors are aware of these patterns or not. We might suppose that quite often they are, because of professional socialization, which contributes to career success (Anderson-Gough, 2018; Grima & Glaymann, 2012). However, this is not always true. Actors may well not be aware—or may be only partially aware—of the rules of their social world, as critical sociology and critical management have long insisted (Bourdieu, 1978; Clegg, 1981; Foucault, 2004), suggesting that unknown boundaries may also be quite common. This may happen, especially, when social dominance processes impact career development, such as race or gender (Castilla, 2008). These suggestions open directions for future research to explore which kinds of boundaries shape careers in other social settings. We have provided the theoretical and methodological apparatus to lead such exploration.
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